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 Q1.Fill in the blanks with the correct preposition: 

1. Stars twinkle __________________the sky. 

2. The cat was sleeping _________the chair. 

3. There is a fruit basket _________the table. 

4. A huge tree grew __________the river. 

5. Rumi ran ________________the mountain. 

6. I want to sit _____________Neha and Geeta. 

7. There were many fish _________ the lake. 

8. The glass broke _____________pieces. 

9. A monkey lived ________ a tree. 

10. Ramesh stood ___________Ami and Ali 

11. I enjoyed the sights ________the city. 

12. We travelled back _____________our village _________ bus. 

13. Misha’s house is _____________ the Rock Garden. 

14. You may come ______ Monday. 

15. Independence Day is celebrated ___________ 15th August every year. 

16. My watch is ___________ you. 

17. Quote eight lines __________ the poem. 

18. I am staying ________ my friend _______ a lodge not far ______the station. 
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19. The boy was born _________6’o clock _____________3rd May ______the  

year 1981. 

20. The girl ran out _____ the door and _____ the stairs ____the street. 

21. He climbed ___________the trees to watch the match. 

22. I will throw him _______ the prison. 

23. She left school _____________ 2 p.m. 

24. He swam ______________ the river. 

25. The snake was killed ______________ John. 
 
 
Q2. Fill in the blanks with appropriate prepositions: 
 

(  at,   in,  on,  of,  to,  from ) 
 

1. I get up _______ seven  _______ the morning _______ weekdays.  I  
 

go to work _______ the tram.  
 
2. I take care _______ my son. My son is similar _______ me. He’s 
 
  quite different _______ my wife. 
 
3. China has agreed _______ participate _______ the global economic forum.  
 
4. My wife spent the money _______ Jewellery. 
 
5. There has been a slight decrease _______ gas prices lately.  
 
6. In the beginning, Lillian was not accustomed _______ working in such  
 

a big company. 
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